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Americans rely on software integration solutions from Austria

If you are the best in your area, you aim for perfection in all business processes. Spirit AeroSystems, the world's largest tier-one
manufacture of aerostructures based in Kansas, has chosen the Austrian IT company Connecting Software to take care of customer
data security needs.
Connecting Software is a producer of integration and synchronisation solutions and an innovator in the area of the Industrial Internet of
Things. The company holds multiple Microsoft Gold and Silver competencies and in 2015 received Microsoft Partner of the Year
Finalist Award. For Spirit AeroSystems, Connecting Software helped to sync privileges and permissions between their Dynamics CRM
system integrated into SharePoint so that any sensitive data like contract values, salaries, signatures etc. are visible only to those with
granted access.
Among other clients, Connecting Software works with various companies from production and services as well as the public sector
from the vast geography of the US: Texas AirSystems, Burns & McDonnell, City of Seattle, Advanced Disposal, Westphal & Co,
Fastenal and many more.
Connecting Software’s CEO and owner Thomas Berndorfer has always had the vision that with a good product, a small company from
Vienna can dare to compete with big players. Moreover, visiting the Silicon Valley with the Go International initiative from Advantage
Austria five years ago convinced him to open a subsidiary in the USA which has had a crucial impact on the international expansion
and success of the company. Now, the software producer has more than one hundred customers in the US and more than 80 partners
around the world.
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